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The harbour of Lodde quay a kilometre off the coast from the mouth of the L<;dde Rivet has

previouslybeen interpretedas aharbourassociatedwith theVikingAge marketplace in Ltiddekopinge.
There are many questions concerning this interpretation, both in relation to 1aC datings from the
quay and concerning the need for such a harbour in the Viking Age. The topographical situation
around the quay and the dimensions of the structure make it more likely that the quay was built
for early medieval sea trading. By looking at the quayt possible function in the 13th century rhe
question arises whether this could be a harbour connected with changes in trade in Lund.
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Introduction

"Kar juxta Ludde"

During the 1250s a conflict arose in Denmark
berween King Kristoffer I and theArchbishop of
Lund, Jacob Erlandsson. Even before he took up
his position as Archbishop, Jacob Erlandsson
was known as a stubborn advocate of the power
ofthe church. The Kingperceived this as a rhreat
to his attempts to unite the kingdom, so he was

prompted, atavery early stage, to try to prevent
the election of the new Archbishop (Blomqvist
1951, p. 111).

The disputes between the church and trGistoffer

I became moreandmore obviouswhen Erlandsson

took up office and the conflicts concerned various

subjects such as the naval Ievy (ledung), tax rev-

enue, the responsibility of the church, customs

rights and the rights to shipwrecla.
\Vhat captured my interest and led me to

focus on this conflict and especially this era is a
letter of complaint written in 1257 to the Arch-
bishop oflund. The letter is based on a stream of
complaints from the King concerning the Arch-
bishopt various doings. The King rages over the

fact that the fuchbishop judges the Kingt men,
that he refuses to provide the King with his naval

levy, that he builds forts, receives foreign ships,

andmuchmore. The longlist ofcomplaints gives

a detailed picture of the conflicts betvveen the
church and IGistoffer I at this time.

My interest in this document is not in the
contents of the letter as a whole but in the fact
that it provides the oldest source of information
for the subject of this article: Kar juxta Ludde
(Liidde quay).

The quay (har) which is mentioned lies

today on the bottom of the sea almost a kilome-
tre off the coast from the mouth of the Lodde
River. It is a stone formation, 160 metres long
and shaped like a long crescent. \Mhat L<idde

quay originally looked like cannot be estab-

lished with any accuracy, but the finding oflogs
on the bottom leads one ro assume that it was

some form of gabion strucrure and functioned
as a free-standing harbour in the sea (Lindqvist
1981, p. 32;Theander 1994, pp.7 ff.).
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Earlier interpretations

The first examination of Ltidde quay was made

by Per-Inge Lindqvist in the 1970s and was

published in Ale 1976:1 and Marinarheologish

Tidshrirt 1981:3.

Lindqvist discusses in these articles the pos-

sibility that the quay may have been a place for
reloading, connected with the trading centre

which was excavated in connection with the

Ldddekitpinge Project. According to him, the

quaywas built some time between 900 and 1000

AD (Lindqvist 1981, p.35).
Lindkvist discusses in his 1981 article how it

may be difficult to understand why there would
have been a need at this time to build special

harbour structures. The ships used in theViking
Age and Early Middle Ages often did not need

any such facilities, as they could land on shallow

beaches. The natural conditions at the mouth of
the Lodde River were very favourable for this, so

according to Lindqvist the presence ofthe quay

implies that there was a barrier or some other

reason preventing the boats from sailing up the

river (Lindqvist 1981, pp.34 f.). According to

him, one of the explanations for Lddde quay is

that the goods handled there were more easily

loaded straight on to the ship from a quay in
open water (Lindqvist 1981, p. 35).

Lindqvist writes that the archaeological ma-

terial found in Ltiddekopinge cannot with cer-

tainty be associated with Lodde quay. But
findings from the "seasonal marketplace in
L<iddektipinge" imply lively international trade,

which could have been so extensive as to need a

quay of this size (Lindqvist 1981, pp. 35 f .) .

In his articles on Lcidde quay Lindqvist
mentions the letter of complaint to Jacob
Erlandsson. In Ale 1976 he says that the King
rebuked theArchbishop "in harsh terms" for the

poor maintenance of "Kar juxta Ludde"
(Lindqvist 1976, p. 2l). In Marinarkeologish

Tidshrifi 1981 he does not discuss the contents

ofthe letter but instead declares that it does not
exclude thepossibilitythat the quaywas founded

in the Viking Age (Lindqvist 1981, p.33).

Tom Ohlsson mentions the quay in con-
junction with the L<iddek<ipinge excavations.

He is more careful in his dating of the quay and

says that it is doubtful whether it can be related

to the Viking Age. As an argument against

dating it back to theVikingAge he says that the

need for a quay is difficult to explain from the

technical perspective of Viking Age shipbuild-
ing. The Vking Age vessels had such a shallow

draught that they could easily be rowed to the

beach and be pulled up on to land (Ohlsson

1973, p.35).
In 1990 Gad Rausing brought up the quay for

discussion. Like Lindqvist, Rausing wanted to

connect the quay to the marketplace in
Ldddekdpinge. His opinion is that the structure

was were built at the end of the 1 I th century or the

beginning ofthe 1 2th, as a result ofthe area behind

the quay silting up (Rausing 1990, p. 146).
tVhat function the quay would have had in

the middle ofthe 13th century Rausing does not
discuss. He mentions that in 1225 the quaywas

in a state of "sad disrepair" and this shows that

the quay was at this time quite old (Rausing

1990, p.146). (The year 1225 must be a rypo-
graphical error in the article as the letter from
1257 is the oldest source.)

A royal complaint

The letter from Kristoffer I to Jacob Erlandsson

is an important source as it is the only written
evidence we have concerning L<;dde in the Mid-
dle Ages.

In articles about Lcidde quay the letter is

mentioned at regular intervals butwith different

contents. Sjdstedt writes that the Archbishop

was ordered bythe King "to repair the construc-

tion Kar juxta Ludde which for some reason had

been damaged" (Sjostedt 1951, p. 171). Per-

Inge Lindkvist writes about the harsh words of
the King to the Archbishop concerning "the

poor maintenance" of "Kar juxta Ludde"
(Lindqvist 197 6, p.21). Gad Rausing mentions

that the quay in 1225 (1257?) was in a state of
"sad disrepair" (Rausing 1990, p. 146). Finally,
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the letter is mentioned in an essay by Jonas
Eckerbom and Jesper Norberg (1994, p. 29).

Here we read that the letter describes a rebuke of
the fuchbishop for the poor maintenance of the

quay, "later on the letter states that the quay

should be repaired".
To clarify what is actually written in the text,

I have had the letter translated from Latin into
Swedish. The translation of the passage below
was done byArneJdnsson at the Department of
Classical Studies at Lund University. The sec-

tions of the letter that I have had translated are

published in Acta processus Litium inter regerrt

Danorurn et archiepiscopum Lundensem (APL).

I have decided to show the entire translation,
now in English, together with a transcript of the

original text. The text is divided into paragraphs

which are not mutually related. As I have not
had all the paragraphs on pages 30 and 31

translated, the paragraph number is placed at

the side. The comments shown in connection
with the translation are the translatorb com-
ments, not mine.

54: Item quod episcopus debet reconciliare
cemiterium violatum, quandocunque requiritur,
in expensis propriis, nec a delinguente recipere

nisi tres marcas et nichil a parrochianis.

55: Item de domo Aas, quam dicit stare non
posse defossato Flikingi de fundamento turris
Lundis; item de Kar juxta Ludde.

56: Item de eo, quod archiepiscopus licenciat
suos homindes ad expedicione et non sustinet

regem judicare super residentes, et quod receperit

homines de navigiis alienis, et quod prohibet
homines respondere coram rectoribus domini
regis.

Sl5: Item dicit, quod minus servit ei in expe-

dicione quam predecessores sui parentibus suis.

$ 1 6: Item quod non admittit soluciones Coggon
in civitatibus pertinentibus ad ecclesiam.

54 Likewise the bishop (or a bishop) should
reconsecrate a desecrated churchyard, whenever

he is asked, at his own expense, and only three

marks should be required of the guilty party and

of the parishioners nothing.
The next paragraph is hardly interpretable,

which is presumably due to errors in the copy of
the transcript. Professor Birger Bergh has also

read the text but even he did not find it inter-
pretable (written report by Arne Jiinsson).
55 This also concerns the house of,As, which he

states will not stand; defossato Flihingi can mean
"since it was dug in Flikingi"; de fundarrrento
tunis Lundis can mean "from the foundations to
the towers of Lund"; item de Kar juxta Ludde

means "the same concerning Kar beside Ludde".
The fact that this paragraph in the printed text
refers to the same paragraph as the previous one

does not necessarily mean that it originally
belonged there. It can nevertheless provide a

parallel between de fandamento turris Lundis
and de Karjuxta Ludde.

56 Likewise the fact that the Archbishop was

releasing his men from the naval levy and not
allowing the King jurisdiction over the resi-

dents, and that he receives men from foreign
ships (or ships that belong to others) and that he

prevents (his?) men from answering in front of
the King's officers (rectores).

S 15 Likewise he states that he receives less help
with the naval levy than his predecessor received

from his forefathers.

S l6 Likewise he does not allow tax to be paid for
cogs in towns which belong to the church.

The above text has previously been used as an

argument to prove that Lridde quay in 1257 was

in a state of disrepair. Through this it has been

possible to connect it to Loddekdpinge and to
pinpoint the date as eadier. As the translation
shows, one can nevertheless conclude that these

arguments are based on the wrong facts. This is
a basis for starting a discussion of when Litdde
quay actually functioned.

Questions

The questions that I intend to workwith are all
tied to Liidde quay. By relating to places in
western Scania which can be connected in one
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Thble I. Radiocarbon dates from Lodde quay.

way or another to the quay, I will try to see what
parLylay behind the building and above all the

use of Lcidde quay.

My interest will mainly focus on the func-
tion of the quay during the time when it was

mentioned in the letter of complaint to the

Archbishop in 7257. My reason for focusing on
this period is primarilythatwe are not surewhen
the quay was built. A discussion of the impor-
tance of the quay in the Viking Age/Early Mid-
dle Ages risks becoming too hypothetical.
Nevertheless, I am going to devote part of the
study to the Viking Age and the Early Middle
Ages, to relate to the earlier interpretations of
L<idde quay.

Topographical placing

A look at present-day nautical charts shows that
the location of L<idde quay is well chosen for a

reloading harbour for deep-draught vessels.

North of the quay is a sailing channel which
continues past the quay and into the Lcidde

River.

The quay lies on the bottom at a depth of 4
metres. Just behind the quay it quickly becomes

shallow: 7.5 to 2 metres deep. As regards the

topographical conditions in Lomma Bay as a

whole, the beaches are yety shallow. In most
places one has to go at least half a kilometre from
land before one reaches a depth of 3 metres. This
means that a deep-draught vessel such as the

cog, which was used by the German Hansa in
the 13th century, could not get close to land.

The North Sea vessels which were used at this
time and earlier should not, howeve! have had

the same problem as their draught was often less

than 1.5 metres.

Dating

The quay has been dated using five raC tests

(Thble 1). Three of these (marked with *) are

presented in Tom Ohlssont article (1980, p.

71). The calibrated figures for these three datings

are taken from Lj ungkvist 1 9 94, because Ohlsson

gives only uncalibrated figures.

The source from 1257 functions as a dating
ofthe quay, to the extent that it proves that the

construction existed at this time. As regards the

dating of the foundation of L<idde quay, it could
have been built much earlier or just before the

letter was written.
Using both historic and archaeological evi-

dence, I believe that it is possible to reach a more
accurate assessment of the date than the one

presented by the taC analysis.

Loddekopinge

Ldddekitpinge, lyrng roughly 3 kilometres up
the Lodde River, is one of the eight [iipinge-sites

along the coast of Scania. These sites have long
been a subject ofdiscussion, as they have been

seen as fillingvarious common criteria. First and

foremost, the place-name element hapinge has

aroused interest, as the word can be derived from
the Old Norse kaup-angra,which can be trans-
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lated as "field where buying was done" (Schiick
1926, pp. 146 f.). Other traits which these

communities have in common is that they lie a
fewkilometres inland, and lie right beside rivers
and watercourses.

lfhen discussing Ltiddek<ipinge, it is diffi-
cult from an archaeological perspective to detect
any interlinked village formation. In conjunc-
tion with the excavation that has been done in
and around Ldddekdpinge, various habitation
quarters have been found both inside the medi-
eval village area and in an area approximately
one kilometre sourh-west of L<iddek<ipinge vil-
Iage. The habitation areas south of the village are
only from early in the Viking Age and a long way
into the Middle Ages. In my report on
Ldddekitpinge I have chosen ro reporr on each
area separately. I have divided them according to
Tom Ohlssont articles from the excavarions in
Ldddekdpinge. Ldddekdpinge I refers to the
settlemenr south-west of L<iddektipinge village.
LOddektipinge II refers to the settlements in or
on the outskirts of the Liiddek<ipinge village
site.

Ldddekopinge I
During the 1960s an excavation was carried out
approximately one kilometre south-west of
Lttddekdpinge cenrre. A to tal of 54 foundations
were discovered and interpreted as sunken-floor
huts. The dates show a relatively short period of
occupation from the beginning ofthe 9th to the
beginning ofthe 10th cenrury.

A large proportion ofthe sunken-floor huts
which were examined showed clear occupation
layers alternating with sterile sand, which
Ohlsson interprets as evidence that the area was
only used seasonally (1975, pp. 91 f.). Since it
was only used seasonally and since it was located
beside the Liidde River, which at this time was
"the only navigable river in western Scania",
Ohlsson interprets the area as a seasonal market-
place (1976, pp. 92,150). As another argumenr
for the area having been a marketplace, Ohlsson
refers to the place-name itsele which implies

trading, as well as the fact that the habitation site
was not near fertile land (Ohlsson 797 6, p. 1 50).
The goods that were bought, according to
Ohlsson, would primarily have been agricul-
tural products, but these were not preserved in
the archaeological material (1976, p. 156).

Lciddekopinge II
There are many divergent opinions as to what
function Liiddekcipinge II had and howlong the
village was important as a central community.
Schi.ickwrites that the village was one ofscaniat
local marketplaces. Erik Cinthiot opinion is

that kiipinge-sites existed as centres for large
farmingmarkets between each counryt borders.
The hapinge-sites did not develop into rowns,
which can be explained with reference to royal
power; in his aspiration for a united kingdom,
the King took the initiative to form new cenrres

which primarily exercised control over rhe local
economy. Cinthio (1975, pp. 9 f.) implies that
these new towns, of which Lund is a typical
example, could have impeded the development
of the hiipinge-sites. According to this hypoth-
esis, Liiddekdpinge was a major marketplace up
to the middle of the 1lth century. Nevertheless,
at some point around 1050 the trading activities
ceased and Ldddekdpinge became a village
(Cinthio 1975, p. 4).

The interpretation of L<jddekiipinge II as a

marketplace turns up inTom Ohlssont descrip-
tion of the village complex. In conrrast to
Lttddekirpinge I, the settlements in L<idde-
kcipinge were interpreted as forming a perma-
nent marketplace (Ohlsson 197 6, p. I 55). From
the artefacts and from building remains he be-
lieves that the importance of the village was
dramatically reduced after c. 1100 (Ohlsson
1981, p.27).

The dates yielded by the excavation of
Litddekdpinge stretch from the 9th century to
the 14th century. The material is dominated as

artefacts from the 10th and llth centuries,
while there was much less material from the
l2th century. As regards the material which
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could be dated to the 13th and 14th centuries,

it is represented by abroochand44pieces ofBII
pottery. Finds from the 13th and 14th century

indicate a settlement at this time, but it cannot

be connected to any constructions (Ohlsson

1980, p. 111).

Johan Callmer is more doubtful of the inter-

pretation of L<iddekopinge as a marketplace. He

states that, from a geographical persPective, the

location would have been optimal, giving reasons

why it would be possible to imagine the develop-

ment of a marketplace equal to those in Ahus,

Ystad andThelleborg. The reason why this did not

take place is presumably the establishment of the

administrative centre in Lund, which resulted in

a change of power centres in the region (Callmer

7992, pp. 43 f.).In a previous article Callmer

writes about Loddek<ipinge and the communiryt
function in Scania in the Middle Ages, and how

the hapinge-sites may have constituted the Arch-

bishop's villages. The evidence for this is the

uniform geographical location which the kapinge'

sites have, which is evidence for a synchronous

plan rather than spontaneous development. In
addition to th is, the h 6p inge-sites all lie within the

archdiocese oflund, which may also support this

interpretation.
Ifroyal power had been behind the founda-

tionof the hdpinge-sites,wewould find the same

phenomenon in Zealand (Callmer 19 84, p. 7 0).

Lodde quay, Loddekdpinget
harbour?

The most obvious argument for Liidde quay

being connected with the settlements in
Ltiddektipinge is based on the extent of trade

during the Vking Age and the Early Middle
Ages. However, there are arguments against the

quay constituting Lciddektipinget harbour. If
one discusses a connection between the quay

and Loddektipinge I, from a dating perspective

it is difficult to draw parallels between these two

complexes. According to calibrated laC tests

from the oldest logs, with a standard deviation

of 1 sigma, the quay was built some time be-

tween 890 and 1160 AD. This means that the

earliest possible dating of Ltidde quay falls into
the latest period of Lciddektipinge I.

One of the possible functions of the quay is

as a reloading harbour for ships which could not

sail into the Lcidde River. From the point ofview
ofVikingAge shipbuilding and the topographi-

cal relationship with the Liidde River, there is no

plausible explanation as to why the quay was

needed, regardless ofwhetherwe are referring to

Scandinavian or Slavic ships.

Lindqvist (1981, p. 35) discusses the possi-

bility that the river was blockaded. The idea is

not impossible, with the evidence of the men-

tion of possible "barriers" by the river mouth
(Sjiistedt 1957, p.170). \Vhat speaks against a

blocked river mouth, if one starts with the

evidence from L<iddek<ipinge I, is the find of
iron nails andwashers, which can be interpreted

as remains from a shipyard beside the habitation
area (Lindqvist 1981, p.36).The presence of a

shipyard on the river must be seen as a strong

argument for the Litdde River having been

navigable at this time.
The relationship between Liidde quay and

Ltiddekopinge II is not as easy to explain. First

and foremost, the dates of the quay fall within a
period which is represented by the finds from
Ldddekdpinge II. Also, the dates of L<idde-

kopinge II range over a period which involved

major changes in shipbuilding.
If the Ltidde River had been closed, or for

one reason or another had not been navigable, it
is possible, Lindqvist says, to imagine that a

form of anchorage point for ships was located,

not on the river but outside the estuary (Lindqvist

1981, p. 35). Given the cultural contacts that
have been traced in the L<jddekdpinge evidence,

it is still difficult to understand why an anchor-

age would have been built nearly one kilometre
from land and at a depth of four metres. The

ships represented by these cultural contacts

should have had greater need ofa quay close to

or beside land.
The cog, first developed during the mid-

12th century, had a draught of up to 3 metres
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and required an anchorage in deep water..The
cog was presumably developed in Frisia, but
quickly became the normal cargo ship for the
north German Hansa. There is no evidence of
anytrade between Ldddekitpinge and Hansearic
merchants which could form a link between the
quay and Ltiddekopinge.

The evidence that was found in Liidde-
ktipinge is spread through the 13th and 14th
centuries, but does not show any evidence of
trading activities.

In view of the location out to sea, it is

difficult to see any direct connection between
the quay and the archaeological material from
the Viking Age and Early Middle Ages which
was found in Ltiddek<ipinge.

My main question is: if we look at the pur-
pose of the quay around 7250 AD, a connecrion
between Liidde quay and L<iddekOpinge is seen

to be impossible, as the material that has been

found from the 13th century cannor explain a

harbour ofthis size. Ifone is to understand the
quay at this time one has to look at alternarive
features in the hinterland of Lridde quay.

Lomma

Ourknowledge oflommaand the communityt
function in the early medieval urbanization
process is unfortunately very fragmentary. To a
Iarge extent this can be explained by the fact that
no major archaeological excavations have been

carried out in Lomma. The majority of the
information that we have about the develop-
ment and function oflomma comes from a few
mentions in written medieval sources.

It is important to know what qualifications
Lomma had as a harbour, as well as how the
community developed during the Early Middle
Ages, ifwe want to understand the relationship
to Lijdde quay and the places with which the
quay may have been connected. Lommat rela-
tionship to Lund, as well as its chronological
relationship to Malm6, are also important so

that we can understand how it functioned as a

part of the urbanization and displacement of

political power that took place during the Early
and High Middle Ages.

Lomma, from town to farming
village
The first evidence of Lommat existence is in
Knut the Holys donation charter of 1085, which
enumerates the gifts granted by the King to the
church ofSt Lawrence in Lund. From the char-
ter we learn that Lomma owes ground tax to the
King, which at this time was only paid by two
other places: Helsingborg and Lund (Skansjci

1980, p. 8).

Knut the Holyt charter has been highly
significant in the interpretation of Lomma.
Despite the lackofarchaeological material, both
the charter and the location of the community
at the mouth of the Hcije River have led to
Lomma being interpreted as an early medieval
town with a marketplace and harbour.

Sture Bolin calls Lomma "Lundt natural
harbour", and says that, alongside Lund and
Helsingborg, it should be counted as one of
Scaniat towns at this time (Bolin 1933, p. 796) .

Ingvar Andersson describes Lomma as one
of Scania's oldest towns and says that, like
Helsingborg, it was founded, either in parr or as

a whole, upon royal initiative. According to
him, the place functioned as a harbour, which
soon sunk into obscuriry as a result of competi-
tion from Helsingborg (Andersson 7974, pp.6,
7 4, 268, 301, 3r7, 454 f.).

Sven Nordgren is more careful in his inter-
pretation of Lomma. He acknowledges that it
"might be thought" that Lomma during the
VikingAge could have functioned as a market-
place with a regional character, but he also

emphasizes that there is a lack of archaeological
proof. He believes that the argument in favour
oflomma as a marketplace is its position on the
coast. Like many other important Viking Age
marketplaces, Lommawould have been accessi-

ble for the shallow-draught vessels of that time,
and it would also, because of its position, have

been easy to defend (Nordgren 1973, p. 12).
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Aksel E. Christensen (1977, p.318) gives a

similar picture to Bolin's of Lomma as "Lundt
sea town".

A more detailed description of Lomma is

found in Rikard Holmbergt thesis on the medi-

eval history of the Scanian coast. Like many of
the above authors, Holmberg thinls that Lomma

should be viewed as an early medieval town.

According to him, it ceased to function as such

some time between the l3th and 14th century.

During the 13th century the harbour in Lomma

was surpassed by the open beach at Malmii
(Holmberg 1977, pp.75 f ., 132, 148, 152).

The chronological relationship between

LommaandMalmci is examined in depth in Sten

Skansjtit article on Malmiit early medieval pred-

ecessors. The starting point of his reasoning is

the reference to ground tax for Lomma in Knut
the Holys donation charter of 1085, which
should be seen as proof that Lomma was seen as

"a town in the contemporary sense" (Skansj<i

1980, p. 10). He believes that the reasons for
Lommat early loss of its status as a town are given

as evidence in the sources from the later Middle
Ages which discuss Lomma and the 27 marks of
ground tax assigned to the canons in Lund.

In the charters of confirmation written in
I 1 85 AD by KnutValdemarsson and in l203by
Valdemar Sejr, the decisions from the donation

charter of I 085 AD are confirmed. The charters,

which are identicallyworded, both demand that

the "old custom" of paying town fees of 27

marks for the plots in Lund should persist. \What

is interesting is that neither Lomma nor Helsing-

borg is mentioned in the charters, so that Lund
appears to have taken over the payment of3 + 3

marks from these towns. Skansj<i interprets this

as showing that Lomma had lost its status as a

town before 1185 (Skansjd 1980, pp. 10 f.).

In King Valdemark cadastre from c. 1230

AD, five towns from Scania are mentioned from
this time: Vd, Tommarp, Skandr, Lund and

Helsingborg. That Lomma is not mentioned

Skansjii interprets in two ways. Either the town
had ceased to function as a town, or it had been

donated to the church, which is why it is not

mentioned in the King's protocol. The evidence

for the first interpretation is a document from
1256-57 where liristoffer I aims many com-

plaints at theArchbishop, for judging the Kingt
villagers in Skancir, Lomma and Siiby (Skansjii

1980, pp. 11 ff.). The document shows that the

King at this time had a significant ownership

influence, which is evidence for the closure of
Lomma as a town before 1230.

If Skansjiit interpretation of Lomma is true,

this means that Lomma would have lost its
importance before the appearance of archaeo-

logical material from Malmci. This also means

that Holmberg's interpretation of the harbour

in Malmij, as a direct successor to Lomma's

harbour, does not fit into the chronological

sequence. Skansj<it interpretation of Lomma

also has an influence on our understanding of
the relationship between Lund and Lomma. If
Lommawas "Lundt harbour" andwas therefore

a link between Lund and Oresund, why did the

importance of this town cease at the same time
as there was an increase in local and interna-

tional trading in Lund?

One of the explanations for this is that the

harbour in Lommawas too shallow to accommo-

date changes in sea trafficwith newtypes ofships.

The coast outside the mouth of the Hcije River is

shallow and stony and does not provide an ideal

harbour for large vessels. This argument is sup-

ported by Gerhard Buhrmant map of the coast of
Scania from the 1680s, which was reconnoitred

from a military point of view (IftA: Kungsboken

no. 5). Litdde quay is clearly marked on this map

as a harbour, with the detail that there was room

for 7-.8 vessels. Lomma is not marked as a har-

bour but as a coastal village, which can be taken

as evidence that the harbourwas too shallow to be

of military interest at this time.

Malmci, from village to market
town
In contrast to Lomma, our knowledge about the

different phases in Malm<tt development are

relatively extensive. The first time the town is
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mentioned is in the Lund capitulary book, the
Necrologium Lundense from 1170 AD, where a

prebend with its associated property in Malmii
is mentioned as being "less than halfa hide". The
use of the word hide (bol) shows that Malmii at
this time must have been an agrarian village and
not a town (Rosborn 1984, p. 8).

The next source comes from a paragraph
from the Icelandic Hdkonar saga, which was
most likely written at the beginning of the
1260s. Here an episode is describedwhere Hdkon
outside Malm-hauga takes a cog belonging to
theArchbishopt brother (Tomner 197 7, p. 180;
Rosborn 1984, p. 8).

The earliest account ofMalmii as a town is in
a charter from Bishop Peder of Roskilde to
Copenhagen in 1275. Everyone who sailed over
to Malmd was to be free from all form of
customs on the understanding that the same

applied to citizens sailing from Malmii to Co-
penhagen. That Malmci was a town is under-
stood by the fact the citizens are described as

riaer.This shows thatthe communitywasviewed
at this time as a ciuitas (Tomner 1971, p. 181).

In ErihskriinikanMalmd is named as a town
in 1250, but the source is unreliable as the
chronicle was not written until after 1322
(Tomner 1971, p. I82).

The historical evidence concerning Malmii
cannot substantiate that the community was a
town before 1275. The market had already
attained a certain importance at this time, and it
is therefore likely that the town had existed since

the middle of the century (Tomner 7971, p.

187). Even when the town was newly founded,
Malmci enjoyed economic growth, as a result of
which it overtook the previously established
market towns on the Oresund coast by 1300
(Rosborn 1984,p. 13).

Contacts between Lund and Malmci during
the first decades of Malm<it exisrence as a town
are difficult to clarifrfrom available documents.
Ragnar Blomqvist discusses the possibility of a

movement from Lund-Lomma to Lund-Malmci.
He acknowledges that "the Germans" travelling
to Lund in the olden days most likely travelled

via Falsterbo or Lomma. Later they started to
travel to Lund via Malmii. As an argument for
the latter Blomqvist refers to a written com-
plaint from 137 5 inwhich traders from Ltibeck,
'Wismar 

and Rostock in Malmii complain to the
fuchbishop that they have to pay a cusroms
charge of5 Liibeckcoins for everycarr ofgoods
which was transported from Malmii to Lund
(Blomqvist 19 5 l, p. 29 5).That the Hansa trad-
ers travelled to Malmci at this time and from
there traded with the citizens of Lund is not
difficult to understand, as Malmci in the 1370s
was south-west Scania's most imporrant trading
town. It is not certain that the document should
be seen as proof that the traffic from Lund went
through Malm<i, as soon as Lomma ceased to
exist as "Lundt harbour", since the document
cannot be seen as representative ofa change that
took place some time in the middle of the 13th
century.

\7ith the knowledge that Lomma might
have declined into a village before 1230 and the
knowledge that Malm6 cannot be expected to
have started functioning as a town until after the
middle of the 13th century it is therefore neces-

sary to look at alternative explanations of com-
munication from Lund to the coast during the
13th century.'We cannot say that communica-
tions from Lund were directed towards Malmii
immediately after the place was given the status
of a town. Against this background it is interest-
ing to see what role Lddde quay could have
played as an alternative harbour.

Thoughts about Lund

Questions about Lundt possible harbour have
been a subject of speculation for a long time. It
has been suggested that Lund had a harbour at
Kellby, and that it was possible to sail the whole
wayfrom the Oresund coast, via the Hcije River,
up to Lund. These ideas have been rejected by
later writers with the argumenr that the Hiije
River has never been navigable, or, as Ragnar
Blomqvist puts it, at least not for commercial
trafiic. To further underline the impossibiliry of
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the Hiije River constituting Lund's harbour, it
has been pointed out that Lund actually lies two
kilometres north of the river and not on the river
(Norborg i990, p. 33; Blomqvist 1951, p. 14;

Holmberg 1977, p. 64; IGoon 1994, p. 9).

A common hypothesis has instead been to

see Lomma as the junction between the inland
and the Oresund coast. Blomqvist and Skansjti

discuss in general terms the advantages oflomma
as a natural harbour and its importance as a

coastal market town, while Bolin and Christensen

speakexplicitlyin terms such as "Lomma, Lundt
natural harbour" and "Lomma, Lund's harbour

town' (Bolin 1933, p. 196; Christensen 1977,

p. 319).
Blomqvist writes about possible crossing

points between Scania andZeaJand during the

early MiddleAges. According to him, there were

rwo possible alternatives for travelling from Lund
to the coast. One way would be to go from
Viirpinge to Lomma and the other alternative

would be via Fjelie and the Litdde fuver to
Lddde quay (Blomqvist 1951, p. L4).

However, the discussion of L<idde quay as a

possible harbour in connection with Lund died

before it had even started. The structure is not
mentioned in any later publication in connec-

tion with the research that has been done about

Lund and its history. One ofthe explanations for
this is that the quay has been "forgofteri', and

simultaneously the crossroads theory (that Lund
was placed at the meeting point of the Scanian

network of roads from east to west), which is the

basis for Blomqvist's placing of Lund, was aban-

doned. Another explanation may be that
Lomma's role as a harbour has been too
uncritically evaluated, so that alternative expla-

nations have not been sought. The third expla-

nation maybefound in the more general changes

in the views of Lund's foundation and function.
Blomqvist emphasizes the commercial market

as well as the Kingt efforts to control it, as the

driving force behind the urbanization process in
Lund. According to Blomqvist, Lund in the

l1th century was already a market town with
trade activities which had their roots in the area

around Lund long before the town was founded
(Blomqvist 1951, pp. 28 ff.). Christophersen,

likeAnders Andrdn, plays down the commercial

function in early medieval urbanization. They
underline that towns like Lund and Roskilde as

coining places were administrative centres for
the "regal economy'', and that craft and trade

would have been of secondary importance
(Christophersen 1 980, pp. 1 1 6 f.; Andrdn 1 985,
pp.76 ff.).

The early medieval economic community
suggested by Christophersen and Andrdn may

be an explanation for the failure to discuss a

foundation such as L<idde quay in connection

with Lund.
As aphenomenon of the EarlyMiddleAges,

there was no need for Lodde quay, from a

trading perspective, at least not in the 13th

century. That the quay became anonymous even

in discussions about Lundt high medieval mar-

ket squares cannot be understood from the

above argument.

Lundt development as a market
town
Vews of Lundt development and the function
of the town during the Early Middle Ages vary

berween different scholars. One ofthe questions

which is debated is whether the driving force for
the growth of the town came from royal power

and its foundation of the town as a purely

administrative centre, or whether trade was of
central importance for Lund at an early stage.

Ifone looks at the research situation today,

there is a general opinion that trade, as the

driving force for the oldest phases of Lundt
history should be toned down in favour of other

interpretations of the town as having been

founded for more administrative reasons.

Ragnar Blomqvistt interpretation of the

foundation oflund is that the town arose on the

basis of old institutions in the area. He believed

that Lundt foundation can be explained by the

fact that Knut the Great placed a mint in Lund
to create a source of income for the crown, on
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the basis of the nearby "marketplace of the three
mounds". The marketplace was then moved

towards the royal demesne and the mint, and the

establishment of Lund as a market town was

completed (Blomqvist 1951, pp.28 f.).
That Lund was primarily a market town in

the 1 1 th century is seriously questioned by later
scholars. Axel Christophersen and Anders
Andrdn, who have both done extensive research

on Lund, cannot find a basis for any expanding
trade in Lund before the middle of the 12th
century. Christophersen, in his thesis on antler
and bone crafts in Lund, divides the craft devel-
opment into three phases:

1000-1020/1030: this period was charac-
terized by production aimed at satis$ring the

household's own needs. The town did not have

any production activity and instead it survived
by using resources and energy from the sur-
rounding countryside.

1020/1030-1150: this phase saw the emer-

gence of"professional" craft, first practised by
itinerant craftsmen. The work, which gradually
acquired amore permanent character, was aimed
at a "limited consumer production'.

1150-: according to Christophersen, this
period was dominated by market production.
He emphasizes that this term should nor be

connected with a market economy in the capi-
talistic sense, but instead should be seen in
connection with a changeover to mass produc-
tion aimed at an "anonymous" market, with an

indirect relationship between the producer and
consumer (Christophersen 1980, pp.204 ff.).

According to Christophersen, bone and ant-
ler crafts underwent a structural reorganization
around 1200, towards profit-oriented product
turnover. The surrounding countryside at this
time had been subordinated to the townt pro-
duction and had become gradually more de-

pendent on the town as a centre for local and
international trade (Christophersen 1982, p.

2e).

According to Andrdn, the waste from craft
shows that production must have been much
smaller during the first half of the l lth century

than later, and that the only craft that could be

reckoned as mass production was leather craft
during the 13th and 14th centuries. That Lund
would have constituted an international mar-
ketplace during the first halfofthe 1 1 th century,
Andrdn sees as unlikely in view of the townt
position far from navigable water (Andrdn 1 9 8 0,

p. 82). Like Christophersen, he argues that trade

and craft work in this period were of secondary
importance beside the agricultural surpluswhich
was collected in the town (Christophersen 1 980,
pp. 216 ff; Andrdn 1985, p. 76). k was only
during the first halfofthe 1 2th century that the
square was given clear commercial functions,
which can be traced in the booths built around
the sides of the square (Andrdn 1985, pp. 80 f.).

From the firsthalf of the 13th centurywe see

signs of the rapid growth of leather waste in
Lundt occupation layers. Andrdn interprets this
as an indication ofa large expansion oftrading
at this time (Andrdn 1980, pp. 56,90). Leather
production would have been primarily based on
animal husbandry in nearby areas, and the prod-
ucts may have been intended for an interna-
tional market. That trade was seen to increase

around precisely this time Andrdn sees as con-
nected to the expansion ofinternational trade in
the Baltic area (1980, p. 90). He nevertheless

points out that this 'ned' trade with the Baltic
countries did not have any great significance for
Lund, in contrast to coastal towns such as Malmii
(1980, p. 90).

In his doctoral dissertation (1985), Andrdnt
interpretation ofthe 1 3th-centuryinternational
trade connections is more cautious. In addition
to the Scanian market in Skaniir, he believes that
for the period 1200-1270, there is direct evi-

dence of an international market only in the

towns of Ribe and Schleswig, while for the
remainder of the Danish towns only indirect
indications ofinternational trade can be traced
(1985, p.92).

There are a great many indications to show
that Lund had a commercial market trade dur-
ing the 12th century. The question is who it was

aimed at. In connection with this it is interest-
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ing to see whether Lund had any trade with the
Hanseatic merchants. The first sign of German
traders operating in Denmark comes from 1 1 65
(Christensen 7976, p.196). But it is not until
the beginning of the 13th century that German
traders began to trade extensively in Denmark,
and then it was mainly to pursue trade at the
Scanian market in Skanijr (Andrdn 1985, pp.

91 f.). In Lund there is no direct evidence that
German traders frequented the town from the
beginning of the 13th century. The first direct
evidence of German traders in the town comes

from the middle of the 13th century. Heinrich
\flarendorp from Ltibeck died in Lund in the
winter of I266.That he died in winter and not
during the season of the Scanian market may be

seen as evidence that his trading activity was

aimed directly at Lund (Skfum-Nielsen 1994,
p.96). The commerce between German mer-

chants and traders from Lund was pardy done
atthe Scanian marketin Skaniir.'W'e knowfrom
a letter of 1310 written by Archbishop Esger

Juul that German merchants also traded in
Lund. For German "guests" and "sleepers"

(liggare) in Lund, who did not "live on their
own farms or hired farms from others, but
instead lived in sheds or hired houses on othert
farms", it was stipulated that they should, fol-
lowing old tradition, continue to visit the church
ofStLawrence (Blomqvist 1951, pp. 293f.).In
1361 it was decreed in Valdemar Atterdagt
charter for Lund that the German merchants

were not allowed to trade directly with the
farmers, but should instead deal with the burgh-
ers of Lund. Likewise, the German merchants

were not allowed to buyhides except in amounts
of ten, and meat and butter only in salted forms
(Blomqvist 1951, p. 294;Vahlao 1990,pp.77
f.).

From the written sources one cannot prove

that German merchants frequented Lund be-

fore 1266. Nevertheless, the changes from the
early 13th century, which can be traced in the
increased amount ofleatherwaste in Lund, may
be connected with the expanding international
Baltic trade.

Shipbuilding technology

If one looks at shipping to and from Lund, from
the foundation of the town until the middle of
the 12th century there was hardly any large-

scale sea trading. 'With our knowledge of the

types of ship which were employed throughout
this period, there is moreover no reason to doubt
that they could have used the shallow harbours

on the coast. Both indigenous vessels and ships

from other areas around the Baltic Sea generally

had a shallow draught.
\7hen the Hanseatic towns started to trade

with Denmark, the situation changed, as Den-
mark came into contact with a new rype of ship:

the cog. This has been viewed as being of great

importance as a cargo ship in the German trade

with Denmarkduringthe High MiddleAges. As

a battleship the cog was likewise regarded as

better in many ways than the Nordic ships. The

Danish navy, which during the 13th century had

been based on one thousand longships, changed

to the cog fuom 1304 onwards, and Zealand,

which had previouslyaccounted for the manning
of 1 20 longships, from this year instead equipped

5-10 cogs (Crumlin-Pedercen 1974, p. 191).

That the navy changed to cogs so early should be

seen as a response to the fact that there aheady

was wide-ranging sea traffic with cogs in Den-
mark at this time. The use of cogs in our waters

in the l3th century is also related in Hdhonar
saga, aswe saw above. In the letter from Kristof[er
I to Jacob Erlandsson from 1257, the cog is also

mentioned. The King complains that "he does

not allow tax to be paid for cogs in towns which
belong to the church" (APL: 31 516).

From the development outlined above, com-
munication between Lund and the Oresund
coast can be divided into three periods:

Period 1 includes the time from the founda-

tion of Lund until the middle of the 12th
century. Craft work increased during this time
and the marketplacewas given commercial func-
tions. There is nevertheless nothing to indicate
mass production or international trade connec-

tions on any great scale. tWhether one talks about
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domestic communication or international con-
nections, there was norhing ro prevent the ships
of the day from communicating with Lund via
a harbour like Lomma. There is also a possibility
that other small harbours in Lomma Bay were
used during this time.

Period 2 can be defined on the basis of a

change in craft during the middle of the 12th
century. Craft now seems to be geared to market
production for an anonymous market (see above).

The period can also be defined by Hanseatic
merchants who now start to trade with Den-
mark. As regards Lund's need for a harbour, there
is not much change during this time. There is no
evidence ofincreasing international trade in Lund,
and there is no evidence ofdirect trade contacts
with German merchants during this period.

Period 3 is difficult to define accurately.
From the beginning of the 13th century we see

a transition to mass production in leather craft
in Lund. !7hat lies behind this change is as yet
unknown, but the increasing international trade
in the Baltic area is a plausible explanation. The
change in leather craft precedes more certain
proof of international trade in Lund. As men-
tioned earlier, it is not unril 1266 that German
traders can be proved to have been in Lund.

On this basis it should be possible to see a

change in communications with Lund which
started some time between the beginning of the
13th century and 125011260.

One can hardly believe that German cogs lay
like a rosary off the coast. There is hardly any
archaeological evidence in Lund to support this
suggestion. It is nevertheless plausible that dur-
ing the first half of the 13th century a change

occurred which required new harbours to meet
new needs. It is here that L<;dde quay is most
interesting, since at this time it is the only known
harbour which could accommodate deep-draught
ships. Instead of a development whereby Malmri
during the 1 3th century took over the function of
harbour previously performed by Lomma, one
could see Ltidde quayas an important communi,
cation point between Lund and the Oresund.

As mentioned earlier, it is possible that there

were other harbours along the coast which were
controlled by different parries, so it may be

interesting to see who could have controlled
Lddde quay at this time.

Lctdde quay and Borgeby

The earlier interpretations of L<idde quay are

based to a large extent on the geographical
proximity to Ltiddek<;pinge. For the same rea-

sons it may be of interest to see how the quay is
related to Borgeby. \flhat is of primary interest
in Borgeby is that the casde there was already of
political interest during the Middle Ages.

The oldest dates which one can accurately
relate to the medieval casde come from excava-

tions ofoccupation layers from the casde court-
yard and can be traced back to before the 13th
century. That the castle is older that 13th cen-
tury can be supported by a historical source

from 1127, wherc a castra in Borgeby is men-
tioned (Eckerbom & Norberg 1994, p.29).

One question of interest, if one tries to
connect Borgeby and Liidde quay, is who owned
the castle. Sven Rosborn writes in his study of
Borgeby castle that it was probably in the posses-

sion of the King during the 1lth century, but
that it was donated to the Archbishop of Lund
in the EarlyMiddleAges. \)7hen this tookplace
is uncertain, but he states that it is not impossi-
ble to connect the giftwith the establishment of
the archdiocese in 1104 (Rosborn 1986, p. 3).
The first explicit information that Borgeby had
been transferred to theArchbishopt possessions

comes from Archbishop Karl, who died on 16

May 1334 and in his will left horses from
Borgeby (Rosborn 1986, p. 4).

\7hat evidence is there that connects the
quay to the castle at Borgeby? For historical
evidence one has to wait until 1658 before it can

beshown thatthe Borgebyestateincluded Lcidde

quay (Sjiistedt 1957, p. 171).In spite of this, I
believe it is likelythat the quaywas linked to the
casde in Borgeby during the Early Middle Ages.

In a comparison between Borgeby and
Litddekitpinge, one can see at an earlystage that
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Borgebywas a community of political power. If
one looks at medieval L<iddektipinge, especially

during the 13th century, there is nothing to
prove that Ldddektipinge was of equal impor-
tance. However, it is also difficult to see why
Borgeby would have needed a harbour like
Liidde quay. Bearing in mind what has been said

about Lund, it may be of interest to hypotheti-
cally connect Lund, Borgeby and L<idde quay.

In this case Borgeby could have functioned as

the owner ofthe harbour and as a supervisor of
the traffic which passed between Lund and

Lddde quay. If Sven Rosbornt hypothesis is

correct, that Borgeby had already been trans-

ferred to the archdiocese in Lund during the

12th century then this would explain why the

King turned to Jacob Erlandsson concerning

L<idde quay.

Conclusion

By looking at different places which in one way

or another can be linked to Litdde quay, I have

tried to explain what function this harbour

construction could have had, as well as who
could have used it. It has not yet been possible to

date the quay by dendrochronology, so we can-

not say when it was founded. The five existing
raC dates show that the quay was founded at

some point between 780 AD and 7220 AD
(calibrated dating with 95 .4o/o confidence from
the oldest dated log). My personal opinion is
that it was founded in the later part of this time
scale, but without better dating support I can-

not rule out the opposite. As the quay is men-

tioned in historical sources from 1257, and

since the dating of the quay shows that it could

have been built before the 13th century, I have

chosen above all to focus on the function the

quay might have had in the 13th century.

In my research I have concentrated on five

places- Lund, Ldddekcipinge, Borgeby, Lomma

and Malm<i - which I felt must be studied to

understand the relationship of the quay to the

hinterland. Liiddekitpinge has primarilybeen of
interest to me because its functioning as a mar-

ketplace has previously been interpreted as the

explanation for the building of L<idde quay.

As an alternative to Lciddekcipinge, I believe

that it is more likely that Liidde quay during the

13th century was connected to Lund, if not
directly then indirectly.

The development ofcraftworkwhich can be

traced in Lund shows that the town around the

year 7200 had a substantial increase in leather

production, which could be connected to the

expansion of international trade in the Baltic

Sea at this time. \Vhen the Hansa began to trade

with Denmark, new types of ship with deeper

draught also started to frequent Danish watets.

The consequence of these contacts was that a

need arose for new anchorages, since many of
the old harbours were suitable for shallow traffic
only. In connection with this it is interesting to

look at the previously mentioned interpretation
that Lomma was Lundt harbour until Malmci

took over this role. The idea of continuity be-

tween these places is interesting, but the argu-

ments are not unambiguous. If one looks at Sten

Skansjiit interpretation of Lomma, it appears

that it lost its status as a town at some point
before 1230. On the other hand, Malmii was

not founded as a town until the second half of
the 13th century, which means that in this case

there would be a discontinuity between these

communities.
In view of Skansj cit interpretation of Lomma,

questions also arise about Lomma as Lundt
harbour. If Lomma provided the connection

between Lund and Oresund it is interesting to

see that this communiry declines in importance

at the same time that one can see an increase in
trade in Lund. One of the explanations for this

could be that Lomma did not entirely fulfil the

new needs resulting from the newsea traffic that
arose at the beginning of the 13th century.

As Malmii did not exist at this time, I regard

it as plausible that the traffic berween Lund and

the OresundinsteadwentviaL<idde quay. At the

start of the 1 3th century this quay was the only
harbour which undoubtedly met the require-
ments for all forms of water traffic.
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'Vho was responsible for the use of Lcidde

quay is difficult to say. That Kristoffer I directed
his complaints about the quay to the fuch-
bishop of Lund may indicate that the quay at

this time was under the Archbishopt control.
Another factor that speaks for this is that the

Archbishop could have been the person who was

the owner of the castle in Borgeby from the

beginning ofthe 1 2th centuryonwards. Borgeby's

role in relation to the quay could have been as

the owner of Ltidde quay, controlling the traffic
which passed between the quay and Lund. From
a geographical point of view it is not difficult to
see a direction of movement between Lund and
Lddde quay, passing through Borgeby. It is also

not impossible that Borgeby would have been

responsible for L<idde quay, given Borgebyt
position close to the Lcjdde River.
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